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Welcome to SkyAtlas Panel! 

SkyAtlas Panel is a dashboard that is based on OpenStack cloud computing            
platform for public and private clouds. This guide explains how to create and             
manage your resources on the SkyAtlas Panel. 

SkyAtlas Panel 

Project 

Projects are main units in the SkyAtlas Panel and created by tenants. Projects enable              
tenants to create and manage their instances. 

Under the Project tab, there are several tabs to manage Projects. 

Compute/Overview, you can view limit and usage summaries of the instances, CPUs,            
RAM, floating IP, security groups and volumes as reported. 

Compute/Instances, you can view, manage and delete instances, launch a new instance            
and create snapshot from instances. 

Compute/Volumes, you can view, manage and delete volumes and you can also view,             
manage and delete volume snapshots. 

Compute/Images, you can view, manage and delete images and snapshots, create volume            
and launch instances from images and snapshots. 

Compute/Access&Security, you can view, manage and delete security groups and its           
rules and key pairs, you can allocate or release an IP address to projects. You can also                 
view service endpoints from API Access. 

Compute/Auto Snapshot, you can create a new auto snapshot. 

Network/Network Topology, you can view network topology. 

Networks, you can view, edit and delete and add subnet to networks. 

Network/Routers, you can view, create and delete routers. 
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Network/Load Balancers, you can view, create and delete load balancers that distributes            
workloads to multiple sources. 

Orchestration/Stacks, you can manage stacks that provides to manage multiple instances. 

Orchestration/Resource Types, you can view resource types. 

Object Store: you can create and manage objects and containers. 

Account 

In the account tab, you can see your account information, billing details, invoices and              
users. 

 

You can change language and password from the user settings tab. 
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1. IMAGE 

Image refers to a file that has an operating system installed on it and contains the virtual                 
disk. Image provides to create instances in the cloud computing system. 

1.1. Create an Image 

To create an image, you should follow the steps below: 
1. Log in to panel.skyatlas.com. 
2. Follow the path Project/Compute/Images. 
3. Click Create Image button. 

 

1. Enter a name, choose the image source that is the image location or image file. For 
image location, enter the URL address, for image file, attach a file. 

2. Then, select an image format. 
3. Skip minimum disk and RAM choices. 
4. According to your image desire, choose public or protected boxes. 
5. Click Create Image. 
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1.2. Delete an Image 

To delete an image, you should follow the steps below: 
1. Log in to panel.skyatlas.com 
2. Follow the path Project/Compute/Images 
3. Select the image that you want to delete 
4. Click Delete Image button. 

2. ACCESS AND SECURITY SETTINGS 

Before launching an instance, you should make access and security settings that includes             
security group rules. Security groups are applied to all instances in a project. 

Security groups rules include IP filter rules for users to control instances remotely. The              
rules are arranged by adding rules to the default security group or add a new security                
group with its own rules. 

2.1. Security Rules 

You can create and regulate security rules in order to access Instance. 

In order to see these rules: 

1. Open the Security Groups tab at Compute/Access & Security page and click the              
Manage Rules button. 
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Rules can be deleted or new rules can be added from the page in which security rules are                  
listed. 

To add a new rule, click the Add Rule button on the page. 
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Rules that provide accessibility of the instance can be added from the pop up page. 

 

 

For SSH Connection, SSH rule should be added to access Linux instance by SSH via port                
22. 

For RDP Connection, RDP rule should be added to access Windows instance by RDP via               
port 3389. 
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2.2. Key Pair 

Key pairs are SSH credentials which are injected into an instance (only linux) when they               
are launched. Creating a new key pair registers the public key and downloads the private               
key (a .pem file). 

Protect and use the key as you would any normal SSH private key. 

A key pair just belongs to an individual user, not for a project like security rules. If you                  
desire to share a key pair with multiple users, each user should import the key pair. 
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Note: What is SSH?  

SSH (Secure Shell) is an encrypted network protocol for secured data communication.            
With SSH, data communication between two systems connected to a network is done             
via a secured line.One of the two systems is client and the other is server. OpenSSH                
which provides usage of SSH comes as a default with Unix mostly. If OpenSSH is not                
installed before it can be installed and set up by downloading from a secured source               
which Unix takes as a reference. 

Port 22 should be open in order to connect Unix on the network with ssh. 

Connection to Unix can be provided via SSH by using Windows. So as to do this,                
external applications that provide usage of OpenSSH for Windows System can be            
installed and used. We will share details of the PuTTY which is one of the external                
applications. 
 



 
2.2.1. Create Key Pair 

1. Follow the path: Compute/Access Security/Key Pairs tab heading at the left of the              
panel. If there is any key created before it is listed here. 

2. Click the Create Key Pair button at the top-right to create a new key. 

 

3. An appropriate name is given to the key that will be used for access to instances at the                   
opened pop-up. Click the Create Key Pair button. 
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4. After that, download the file that has .pem extension and has a name given for the key.                  
Then downloaded file will be used to connect to a public IP given instance via SSH. 

Created Key is listed at the Key Pairs tab in the Access & Security page. 

2.2.2. Import Key Pair 

1. Follow the path: Compute/Access Security/Key Pairs tab heading at the left of the              
panel. You can view keys pairs that you have created. 

2. Click Import Key Pair, enter the name of the key pair and copy the public key to the                   
Public Key box and click Import Key Pair. Save the .pem file. 

 

If you want to change the permissions in order to view and write to the file, enter the                  
command to the Terminal below: 

chmod 600 <path/to/file.pem> 

After that, to connect key pair to SSH, enter the command to the terminal below: 

ssh -i <path/to/file.pem> <username>@<instance_public_ip> 
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2.2.3. Instance Connection via Windows 

3rd party applications should be used in order to connect and manage Linux Instance via               
Windows. PuTTY is one of the applications. Steps that explain how to connect Linux              
instance created via PuTTY are mentioned below. 

PuTTY 

First of all, PuTTY application should be downloaded to Windows. You can download             
the application below:  

 {+}http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/download.html+ 

1. After creating a key pair, you need to download PuTTYgen.          
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Note: If you use Windows computer, you need to use PuTTYgen, and convert .pem file 
to .ppk 

http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/download.html
http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/download.html+


 
Afterwards a password that will be used to connect to an instance is entered to the Key                 
passphrase and Confirm passphrase area as shown in screenshot. 

2. After the password is entered click the Save private key button and save the .ppk                
extension file by giving name to it. 
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3. .ppk extension file is added by starting downloaded application PuTTY as shown in              
screenshot. After this step you can connect to Instance which has public IP defined via               
Windows. 
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4. In order to connect to Instance, the public IP of the Instance is written to Host Name                  
(or IP address) area as shown in screenshot and this registration is saved to be used in the                  
future. 
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5. Open a console screen by clicking Open after selecting this registered session.             
Username information is entered according to image that Instance has via this console             
(See:Instance ion (SSH)) and after that register with a passphrase that is given via              
PuTTYgen. After connection success, Instance is ready to use and access. 
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2.3. Remote Access to Your Instance via Image 

You can access created instance with different username informations according to           
selected image. When you connect to Instance you should enter username information            
that belongs to image to the <username> part. 

These are: 

● CentOS → username: centos 
● Debian → username: debian 
● Ubuntu → username: ubuntu 
● SUSE Linux Enterprise Server → username: root 
● Turnkey Capsules → username: root 

In case of Instances opened with Windows image, you should access Instance after             
Instance starts via console at the panel and you should generate a password from the               
Windows Login screen. 

Afterwards you can connect the public IP assigned instance via RDP (Remote Desktop             
Protocol). 

● Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard SP1 
● Windows Server 2012 R2 Standard (2) 

2.4. Allocating a floating IP 

An instance is created as connected to a permanent, fixed IP address. Besides the fixed IP                
address, a floating IP can be attached to the instance. 

To allocate a floating IP: 
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1. Follow the path: Compute/Access & Security/ Floating IPs tab. 

 

You can see IP addresses as listed. 

2. Click Allocate IP To Project. 
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3. Choose the pool, and click the IP address and Allocate IP. From the list, click                
Associate. 

For releasing a floating IP address, click the Release Floating IP option at the Actions               
column. 

 

2.4.1. Floating IP API Commands 

 
$ openstack floating ip pool list 

You can see defined floating IPs in your project with the command. 

 $ openstack floating ip create FLOATING_IP_NETWORK_ID 

This command will complete your project with a public IP from the floating IP Pool. 

 $ openstack floating ip list 
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This command will list the instances created in your project, network information of             
these instances and floating IPs defined on them. 

 $ openstack server add floating ip <<INSTANCE_ID>> <<FLOATING_IP_ADDRESS>> 

When you detect the ID of an instance that is created before to INSTANCE_ID value and                
an IP address to FLOATING_IP_ADDRESS value, a floating IP will be assigned to the              
instance. 

Example: nova floating-ip-associate b254c6ee-2832-47d3-b505-e340d14731b5    
213.14.226.68 
 
$ openstack server remove floating ip <<INSTANCE_NAME_OR_ID>> 
<<FLOATING_IP_ADDRESS>>  

With this command, you can separate an assigned floating IP from the instance. 
 $ openstack floating ip delete <<FLOATING_IP_ADDRESS>> 

The command will free the floating IP that defined in your project. 

3. INSTANCE 

Cloud servers are defined as Instance in the user interface. Instance means virtual             
machine inside the cloud service. Instances must be closed when users do not use, must               
be open only when transactions are to be made through servers. 

After you create a network and set the settings of access and security, you can launch                
your first instance from following sources: 

● Images 
● Volume 
● Instance snapshot 
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3.1. Launch an Instance 

Firstly, you should follow the path: Compute/Instances. 

If there is any instance created before it would be listed here. To create a new instance,                 
click Launch Instance button located in the top-right. 
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From the Details page, insert the instance name for the virtual machine, count and              
availability zone. Count shows the number of instances that will be launched.            
Availability zone is the zone where the instance will be launched. There are 3              
availability zones that are provided by SkyAtlas, 2 in Istanbul and 1 in Ankara. 

From the Sources page, you need to choose Boot Source. You can choose Image,              
Instance Snapshot, Volume and Volume Snapshot. Select the name from the drop            
down list. 

Then, select Flavor. Flavor means the size of an instance that includes CPUs, RAM and               
disk. 

From Network, you can view allocated and available networks. From Network Ports, you             
can activate ports that you want to connect to the instance. 

You can assign security groups from Security Group tab, key pairs from Key Pair tab. 
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Then, click Launch Instance. 

Moreover, you can also launch instances from Image, Volume and Instance Snapshot. 

Launching instance from Image, follow the path: Compute/Image. From the list, click            
Launch button from Actions menu to launch an instance from Images or Snapshot. 

Launching instance from Volume, follow the path: Compute/Volume. From the list, click            
Launch button from Actions menu to launch an instance. Moreover, from the volume             
list, you can create Snapshot from drop down menu of Volume that you desire. 

 

After you create a snapshot, view your snapshots from Volume Snapshot tab. Choose the              
snapshot that you want to launch and click Launch as Instance from drop down menu. 

3.1.2. Moving the Instance to the Volume 

The first step to move an instance opened on the ephemeral disk to the volume is to take a                   
snapshot of the instance. 

To create an instance from the snapshot you have created, you must select the Snapshot               
under the Images tab and click Create Volume button. 

The volume created from snapshot is listed under the Volumes tab. 

In this step, click Launch as Instance to continue. After filling the Details part, Volume               
is chosen in the Source section. After filling flavor, network and key pair details, instance               
is created by clicking the Launch Instance button. 

You can view the created instance under Instances tab. 
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Note: Snapshot refers to taking a photo of your disk instantly and saving it in a separate 
area. When an unwanted situation occurs on your instance, you can return your instance 
in a short time with a snapshot.  



 
 
 

3.2. Create an Instance Snapshot 

1. Follow the path: Compute/Instances. 

2. Select the instance to create a snapshot and click Create Snapshot from Actions              
column. 

You can view Images tab the instance snapshot. To launch an instance from Snapshot,              
select it and click Launch Instance. 

You can manage your instances from Compute/Instances. Then, select instance that you            
want to manage. You can pause, terminate or suspend the instances from this window. 

4. NETWORK 

You can create an instance that is accessible from the outside by using Skyatlas Panel.               
For instance your web server can be worked in the isolated network which is accessible               
from the outside. At the same time your database server is not accessible from the               
outside. 

4.1. Create Network 

1. Follow the path: Project/Network/Networks. 

2. In order to create a network, click Create Network button. 

3. Features of the network are inserted. A name should be given at the first tab. 
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At the second tab, Subnet details should be entered as shown in screenshot. It creates a                
subnet associated with the network. You need to enter a valid "Network Address" and              
"Gateway IP". If you did not enter the "Gateway IP", the first value of a network will be                  
assigned by default. If you do not want a gateway please check the "Disable Gateway"               
checkbox. Advanced configuration is available by clicking on the "Subnet Details" tab. 

Created network is listed at the Network page. 

4.2. Create New Router 

1. Follow the path: Project/Network/Routers. 

2. If there is any router created before it is listed here. In order to create new router, click                   
Create Router button at the top-right. 

Created router is listed at the Routers page. 

4.3. Add Interface 

Click the router name button at the Routers page to open the page including router's               
details. Click the Add Interface button at the right. 
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4.4. Select Gateway 

After the steps mentioned above, the router at the Router page should be chosen as a                
gateway. Click the Set Gateway button at the end of the router line to choose gateway. 

After that gateway selection is completed. 

5. OBJECT CONTAINER 
SkyAtlas Object Storage service provides secure, durable and highly-scalable object          
storage, with easy to use, simple web services interface to store and retrieve any amount               
of data from anywhere on the web. Object Storage offers a highly scalable service with a                
reasonable cost for storing and deploying the content, backing-up, archiving, data           
analysis and troubleshooting. In SkyAtlas Object Storage, storage is provided by           
containers for objects. A container is a storage compartment for your data and provides a               
way for you to organize your data. The primary difference between a container and these               
other file system concepts is that containers cannot be nested. You can, however, create              
an unlimited number of containers within your account. Data must be stored in a              
container so you must have at least one container defined in your account prior to               
uploading data. 
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5.1. Create a Container 

For the object storage operations, you can follow sections: 

Project/Object Storage/Containers. 

To create a new container, click on the Container button. On the Create Container              
pop-up page, you must specify the container name from Container Name text field. 

After creating the container, you can see the new container on the Containers screen. 
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Note: If you choose the Public option, you allow anyone with the public URL to gain 
access to your objects in the container. 



 
5.2. Uploading File into Container 

Click Upload File button to upload any file in the container. 

 

From the Upload File pop-up page, you can choose files to upload into container. 

After uploading the file, you can view information about your objects. 

6. VOLUME 

Volumes are block devices that can be attached to instances. You can only add a volume                
to one instance. You can also create a snapshot from volume or delete volume. 

6.1. Create a Volume 

Follow the path: Project/Compute/Volumes. After that, you can view Volumes page. 

For creating a volume, click Create Volume button. From Create Volume pop-up page, in              
the Volume Name field, enter the name you want to give the new volume. You can write                 
explanations about the new volume in the Description field. You need to select No              
source, empty volume from Volume Source list. In the Type list, you can select IOPS               
values or you can leave it as “Standard”. Also, you need to specify Size in gigabytes for                 
the new volume. 

After filling the corresponding fields, you can complete creating volume by clicking the             
Create Volume button. You can see information about the new volume in the Volume tab. 
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6.2. Attach Volume to an Instance 

Before attaching volume to your instance, you should follow the Launch an Instance             
and Creating Volume processes. 

Then, click on the Manage Attachments button on Edit Volume button for the volume              
you created from the Volume tab. From pop-up page, select the instance on which you               
want to add the volume and click Attach Volume button. 

6.3. Detaching Volume from an Instance 

Follow the path: Project/Compute/Volumes 

Select the volume and click Manage Attachments and click Detach Volume. 

6.4. Create a Snapshot from a Volume 

Follow the path: Project/Compute/Volumes. From the volume list, you can create           
Snapshot from drop down menu of Volume that you desire. 

6.5. Edit a Volume 

1.Follow the path: Project/Compute/Volumes. 

2.Select the volume and click Edit Volume. From the pop-up page, update the Volume              
and click Edit Volume. 

You can also extend a volume from drop down menu and insert a new volume size. 

6.6. Delete a Volume 

Follow the path: Project/Compute/Volumes. Select the volume and click Delete          
Volumes. 

If a volume has a snapshot, the system will not allow you to delete the volume. The steps                  
should be applied below: 

Follow the path: Compute/Volumes. 
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You first delete the volume snapshot of the volume that you want to delete. Follow               
Actions tab and click Delete Volume Snapshot button. 

Now, you can go back to Volumes section and choose the volume you want to delete and                 
click Delete Volumes button. 

7. ORCHESTRATION 

Orchestration on Panel is used to control multiple cloud applications. 

7.1. Stack 

Stack allows you deploying multiple instances at the same time. 

7.1.1. Create a Stack 

To create a stack, you need to create a template file with .yaml extension and add the                 
following lines into it. 
 
# vim stack.yaml 
 
heat_template_version: 2016-04-08 
 
description: Simple template to deploy a single compute instance 
 
parameters: 
  key_name: 
    type: string 
    label: Key Name 
#    default: cloudkey 
    description: Name of key-pair to be used for compute instance 
 
  image_id: 
    type: string 
    label: Image ID 
#    default: Ubuntu 16.04 Xenial 
    constraints: 
          - allowed_values: [CentOS Linux release 6.6 (Final) , 
          CentOS Linux release 7.0.1406 (Core), 
          Debian Jessie 8.2, 
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          Debian Wheezy 7.8 , 
          Ubuntu 16.04 Xenial , 
          Ubuntu Trusty ] 
    description: Image to be used for compute instance 
 
  instance_type: 
    type: string 
    label: Instance Type 
    constraints: 
          - allowed_values: [ General S , 
          Compute S , 
          General M , 
          Compute M , 
          General L , 
          Extreme S , 
          Compute L , 
          Extreme M , 
          General XL, 
          Compute XL, 
          Extreme L, 
          General XXL, 
          Extreme XL, 
          Compute XXL, 
          Extreme XXL ] 
    description: Type of instance (flavor) to be used 
 
resources: 
  Test_Instance1: 
    type: OS::Nova::Server 
    properties: 
      key_name: { get_param: key_name } 
      image: { get_param: image_id } 
      flavor: { get_param: instance_type} 
  Test_Instance2: 
    type: OS::Nova::Server 
    properties: 
      key_name: { get_param: key_name }  
      image: { get_param: image_id }                 flavor: { get_param: instance_type} 

After create file, follow the path: Project/Orchestration/Stack 
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Choose the File option from the Template Source for uploading stack.yaml file and click              
the Next button. 

On the Launch Stack pop-up page: 

Stack Name: please enter stack name 

password for user : please enter your account name 

Image ID: please choose image for your instances 

Instance Type : please choose flavor type for your instances 

Key Name : please enter your private key 

After these operations, click the Launch button. 

After creating a stack, you will see your Test_Stack on the Stacks section. 

Also, you will see your instances that are created by stacks in the Instances tab. 

7.1.2. Manage a Stack 

Follow the path: Project/Orchestration/Stack 

Select the stack that you want to manage and click Change Stack Template. 

7.1.3. Delete a Stack 

Follow the path: Project/Orchestration/Stack 

Select the stack that you want to delete and click Delete Stack and confirm the deletion. 

8. CREATE AUTO SNAPSHOT 

You can automate your snapshot operations on SkyAtlas Panel. 

SkyAtlas Panel provides you Auto Snapshot utility. 
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You can follow the instructions Launch an Instance process for creating new instance,             
except on the Source tab, you should select option YES on the Create New Volume area                
and fill the Volume Size(GB) area. 

For creating auto snapshot you can follow the steps: 

Compute/Auto Snapshot /Create Auto Snapshot 

After that, you must specify instance name for creating auto snapshot. You can select              
Snapshot Period hourly, daily, weekly and monthly. Moreover, you can specify the Total             
Snapshot Count area. After that, click Create Auto Snapshot button. 
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